


Our company provides wide range of event services incl. 
teambuilding, corporate trainings, fun or sports & adrenaline 
programs, parties and catering. You may choose from full 
service delivery to selection of concrete sub-services.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Our strengths 

Specialization in outdoor programs 

Creative solutions, a diverse mix of activities 

Highly Experienced Team 

Flexibility and crisis management 

Individual approach 

Own facilities and equipment 

 

Up to 6 000 
participants 

per year

More than 
3 500 events 
completed  

YELLOW POINT SPOL. S R. O.  

20 years 
experience 



 
PROGRAM TYPES + PRODUCTION SERVICES 

Experiential 
education 

Team couching 

Consulting 

AC & DC 

Above- standard 
care 

Exclusive 
experiences 

Cooperation 

Shared 
experiences 

Story telling 

Lecturers services 

Fun 

Great experiences 

Relaxation 

Sport & adrenaline 

Family time 

Kids day 

Internal communication 

Corporate responsibility 

Accommodation & food 

Transportation 

Accompanying 
program 

 

EDUCATION & 
DEVELOPMENT 

TOP & VIP 
EVENTS 

TEAMBUILDING   
& TEAMSPIRIT 

FUN & 
SPORTS 
EVENTS 

FAMILY & 
COMPANY 

DAYS 

PRODUCTION 
FULL 

SERVICES 

Programs offer 
here: 

www.ypoint.cz/
firemni-akce 



MAP OF ACTIVITIES 



Enjoy experiences you don t try in your everyday life and that will perk you 
up. We have designed a great sports program full of unique activities and 

 experiences. 

Participation in all activities is voluntary. The goal is to enjoy a nice day 
together and move our limits a bit further. 

Overcome yourself 

Strengthen your teamwork 

Final composition of activities is variable 

Participants may taste even more blocks of activities per day 

 of activities 

Quads ride into the foothills 

Dam Labska and bridging + rapelling of the dam wall 

Adventure park and Giant swing, climbing wall, bungeetrampoline etc. 

Downhill ride on road scooters 

Terrain scooters 

And other  

TIP: Organize a team competition or combine individual blocks into an 
exciting legend (story). 

ADRENALINE COCKTAIL 
TOP SELECTION OF ACTIVITIES 



The whole program could be situated in this beautiful location of Dam 

 right at the entrance of  . Or you can just stop here 

within the journey to experience the best, e.g. Bridging and rappelling. 

Special activities 

Bridging  125 meters long ride on the rope along the dam at a height of 

25 meters above the ground.  

Rappelling  rappelling 35 meters high dam in climbing equipment. 

Security taken by a highly qualified instructor. 

Climbing the dam wall  climbing the dam wall while being secured by a 

qualified instructor. 

Water and land team activities: dragon boats, rafting, archery etc. 

Video: www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kbumi2XDc1c 

 

TIP: The program can be combined with 

downhill or off-road scooters ride. And if 

you don't have enough, go to Adventure 

Park. 

 
BRIDGING, RAPPELLING, WATER ACTIVITIES 



Adventure park is a grouping of rope obstacles up to a height of 18 meters 

and other sports activities situated in the center of  . 

It is an ideal place to organize the whole program or its parts, with enough 

space for more team activities and catering. 

Special activities 

Giant swing  "Weightlessness and Overload" on one of the highest 

swings in Europe. The biggest attraction 

Vertical net with the beam   the task is to climb as high as possible on 

the net and cross the beam obstacle in 13 meters. 

Jacob's Ladder  a giant ladder with steps made of logs about 2m long. 

2-3 participants climbing at a time and helping each other to reach the 

top. Protection is provided by the team under the supervision of an 

instructor.  

Bungee trampoline  the client is secured with rubber ropes and can 

safely embark on more challenging jumps and salt.  

Archery  shooting with standard sport bows into the target. 

Slackline, petanque and other team activities  

Video: www.youtube.com/watch?v=FUSjmJgcETU 

ADVENTURE PARK  
 



 

 
 
 

 

ROAD SCOOTERS 
 

Road scooters are the best way to get 
downhill and enjoy fun in one. The ride 
starts at  bouda, where we take 
you by bus. 

After short briefing there is a 10 km long 
descent along the asphalt road back to 
the center of  . Helmet 
included. 

Include team task along the road 

Continue with the program in the 
Adventure Park or the  Dam 

Program length 1.5-3 hours 

Video: 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=d4D9HjAUvDE  

TIP: Experience a half-day trip on the road 

scooters from  to . 

Take the cable car to  and enjoy a long 

ride down the hill. Get back from Vrchlabi to 

 by BUS. Combination with team tasks 

along the route creates a great teambuilding.



 

 
 
 

 

TERRAIN AND ELECTRIC SCOOTERS 
 

The downhill scooters from Medvedin are simply 

fantastic. You will see beautiful views and experience a 

long descent back to the valley of Spindleruv Mlyn. 

The participants take the cable car to   

Downhill on asphalt and forest roads 

Ideal to combine with team tasks along the route, for 

fun or as a team competition 

TIP: Great combination with another program at the 

 Dam or in Adventure Park. 

Extraordinary electric scooters 

Discover new ways to move. The electric scooter can 

drive up to 85 km on electricity. Discover the 

surroundings of   effortlessly. 



TREKKING AND CYCLING TRIPS 
VARIETY OF TREKS, NORDIC WALKING, MTB 

Spindleruv Mlyn is great starting point for trips of various lengths, demands 

and forms. Experience the spectacular views and clean mountain nature. 

Trekking  trips with an experienced guide into the surroundings of 

. Take the proven routes of varying difficulty with respect to 

participants' abilities and current weather conditions. 

Tip I.   White Elbe (Devil's Stripe)  Erlebach bouda (and back) 

Tip II. Funicular to  - Vrbatovka -  bouda -   

Tip III. To  or  bouda through  or   

and back and other great routes and walks  

Mountain biking  discover the area by bike. Take the cable car and 

enjoy the views and long descents without any demanding climbs. 

Nordic walking  sports walking with special poles. The route may 

include a cable car trip to Plane or Medvedin (or back). 

Fun program tips 

Fotorallye  Teams are assigning 

photos to its places on the route. 

 quiz, spices and stones, 

geocaching etc. 



 

 
 
 

 

 
ROCK CLIMBING, RAFTING, PAINTBALL 

Rock climbing  great area close to , suitable for beginners and 
advanced climbers. Program is guided by professional instructors. 

Paintball  game area near  Farma hotel in . Enjoy the game 
fully equipped with clothes, mask with protective goggles, gloves and a 
special ball gun. 

Rafting & canoe  rafting on the river Jizera from   to , 
great in combination with guided tour to the Bozkov Dolomite Caves. 

 

Horse back ride  rides suitable for 
smaller groups with different skill 
levels. 

Sports centrum Hotel Horal  
outdoor climbing wall and minigolf, 
indoor tennis, badminton, football 
and volleyball, skittles. 

Summer tubing, bob sledge run 

Rope park in   



ATTRACTIONS AND TRIPS
& TIPS FOR OTHER LOCALITIES 

Rafting, scooters, rock climbing
 & Vranov castle, caves 

Zoo and Safari, baroque monument 

Military fortification, rock town 

Glassworks, ski jumps,  
valley, Mumlava waterfalls 

Tree top trail, high rope park, 
funicular  hora 

Muzeum Jilemnice,  and 
traditional beaded ornaments, 
muzeum KRNAP  
(National park), Hendrych brewery  



Team 

cooperation 

Wellness 

RELAX 
Sport 

Adrenaline 

Experience 

Competition 

Nature 

FUN 

STORIES 



MOUNTAIN TOUCH 
MOUNTAIN TREKKING COMFORT & ADVENTURE 

The breathtaking mountain environment and the genius Loci of the 

individual places on the route. This all will ensure the unique atmosphere of 

the event. Take on new experiences and skills related to staying and trekking 

in nature. 

Main program components COMFORT 

Strong shared experience 

Day mountain trekking 

Overnight at mountain hut 

+ program ADVENTURE 

Night in bivouac 

Shared cooking  

(dinner and breakfast in a bivouac) 

Optional program parts 

Practice your survival skills  make a fire, emergency shelter 

construction etc. 

Photo workshop  Learn how to use your mobile phone to capture the 

most beautiful memories. 

First aid (workshop with mountain rescue) 

Orientation, work with map  

 



WELLNESS AND RELAXATION 
RECOVER IN THE MOUNTAINS 

The mountains are an ideal place for relaxation and recreation in various 

forms. Quality hotel facilities offer a wide range of spa and wellness 

relaxation and the surrounding nature encourages visitors to enjoy easy 

activities or walks. 

Program tips and options 

Easy walks and trekking  along the Elbe valley or White Elbe valley. 

Even a light walk can include variety of team tasks and activities. 

Photoshoot walk  for those interested in quality photography. Improve 

your photos in great nature setting.

Yoga lessons for beginners /advanced practise outdoors & indoors. 

Massage and wellness 

 EXIT game  mobile version designed for any hotel or a special 

  in hotel Harmony (underground part).  

Fun experiential programs with story (more in extra catalog) 

Workshops in the topic of Mindfulness, stres management, work-life 

balance, talent development etc. 

Creative and artistic activities and more  



Warrior Games is a special edition of a successful team battle (ideally 4-8 

people/team). Participants overcome variety of physical, logical or 

constructional tasks and challenges situated along the race track. 

Which team has the smartest, strongest and savvy "fighters"? 

Great program with high dynamic and ubiquitous team spirit. It includes a 

stylish opening ceremony, announcement of winners and a tribute to the 

losers. Concrete obstacles are tailored to the participants! 

Draft organization 

Teams competing in the race complete the obstacle course at given 

intervals. For those who have already finished the course or who are waiting 

for their start, there is refreshment, music and other accompanying program 

in the depot. Great opportunity for shared fun and conversation. 

Team challenges  

Giant vertical net 

The Wall / the Beam  high rope obstacle 

Moving the huge tire 

Team tasks  scooters relay, tam skis, slalom contest, brain teasers etc, 

Giant's Ring and more  

WARRIOR GAMES 
COURAGE AND TEAM SPIRIT 



An absolutely exceptional program combining geocaching, QR codes, 

escape game elements, teamwork and movement in healthy outdoors. 

Program design 

The participants search for the so-called cache boxes hidden in the area 

while using the given (encoded) coordinates. 

A smart phone is needed to read the QR codes spread along the route. 

The next route is revealed with each new QR code or as another task is 

resolved. 

Each team works individually while following its own schedule. 

Teams might solve special team tasks of your choice during the walk. 

The goal of each team is to find the last cache with a well-deserved 

reward and get as many points as possible in the team competition. 

Examples of special tasks to reach coordinates

Pictures of world celebrities puzzle 

Use UV light and search on a map 

Square grid coordinates  

And many more  

QR HUNTERS 



Great program created especially for Spindleruv Mlyn and its rich history. The 

program is inspired by the postwar departure of troops from the mountains 

and one hidden archive. The whole story begins before the event in the form 

of a thematic invitation letter/pdf. 

Program design 

At the beginning of the program, Mr. Kocourek, a guide and witness, tells the 

story of an archive and artifacts stored somewhere in the area. Artifacts have 

not yet been found and are still shrouded in mystery. Participants set out on 

their route, solve the tasks and overcome obstacles on a way. 

The common task of participants is to find clues and reach the archive. 

Teams might compete for the best results in team activities. 

The program includes team activities, adrenaline challenges (voluntary 

participation) and special  tasks as a part of the story line. 

 

TIP for archive: The archive can contain 

participants awaited gifts or rewards 

e.g. tasty wine, local mead (honey wine) 

etc. 

 

 

LOST ARCHIVE 



4ADVENTURE 
QUADS RIDE AND MORE 

The program is full of action and a truly outstanding quads ride. Overcome 

obstacles and reach the final destination. But most of all enjoy the ride! 

Program design 

After a brief training session in   and hand-over of the 

necessary gear, the clients accompanied by instructors get on the road in 

the direction to  (or other if different locality). The route continues to 

field and forest paths.  

To drive the quad you need to have a standard car driving license, those 

without may become co-drivers as the quad has two seats. 

Special program components  

The track might take about 60 km and is a unique experience.  

To complete the program successfully the team need to prove their 

cooperation, communication, decision making and improvisation. 

Many challenges and tasks await participants during the journey: GPS 

orientation, strategic archery, rope obstacle and other team tasks 

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kiommW5SW1M 

TIP: Interested in quads ride only? Take a ride under the foothills without 

tasks and stops (about 2.5 hours) or shorter trips around  . 



PEVNOST STACHELBERG   
PROGRAM FULL OF ACTION 

Special VIP program situated into a unique military fortress full of strong 

experience. Search with us for the secrets of artifacts mysteriously lost in 

the World War II. 

Stachelberg formed part of the border fortification system against Hitler's 

Germany. It was built in October 1937 as the largest Czechoslovak artillery 

fortress. 

Special activities and program parts 

GPS navigation 

Underground rappelling 

Underground exploration with UV lights  search the artifacts 

Optional quads ride, paintball in the trenches 

Additional team tasks, rope courses and puzzles 

Guided tour of this military building is an essential part of the program. A 

truly unique experience awaits you. 

Special TIP: Exit game  program variation. The participants search for a 

spare key to get back to the light and escape the fort. 



SURVIVAL 
LEARN TO SURVIVE 

Learn to survive! Program for the brave ones who go ahead and are not 

afraid to get their hands dirty. We teach you the necessary skills to stay 

outdoors, overcome obstacles and survive outdoors. 

BASIC program situated near the hotel with activity stations and 

workshops 

Pitfalls, obstacles and survival activities guided by instructors  

Advanced program organized by 2-3 days light/fully equipped trekking 

Great natural and wilder locations throughout the country, we advise  

The event is tailored to the group's physical condition and expectations 

Selection of special tasks and activities 

Light a fire  quickly and in any conditions 

Minicourse of first aid  workshop led by professional Mountain rescue. 

Test and train your reactions in an accident through experience. 

Rapelling, jumaring and knots  practicing the theory and practice of 

rope techniques of reaching  high and back safe". 

Building up a shelter, water filtration, map and terrain orientation etc. 

Go for it TIP: Trekking with bivouac outdoor under the stars or in your own 

shelter. Get out of your comfort zone and test your skills.  



When you go to visit the mountains, do that with  only! 

 has been a mythical protector of our highest mountains and their 

inhabitants since ancient times.  prevents dishonest people in 

their activities, helps good people, and occasionally appears among them 

and rewards travelers with some gift and mischief. 

A fun and easy legend, ideal as a trekking program 

Variety of tasks and team activities are situated along the route 

Participants will meet the live  during the program 

Tasks combine fun and education while bringing real and interesting 

information not only about the Giant Mountains. 

Reward participants with e.g. Giant Mead for each person or team. 

 

Beer trail TIP:  loves not only 
mead but also beer! 

Follow this great brewery trail in tasty 
beer footsteps. Visit several mountain 
breweries. Very refreshing trip. 



Exit Game is an interactive puzzle game for teams with variable 

organization. The program requires active involvement of all participants 

and logical thinking. The action can be adjusted to the optimum length and 

adapted to the participants and space available (e.g. Hotel). 

Nuclear threat  The nuclear bunker in hotel Harmony 

The Harmony Hotel in Spindleruv Mlyn hides a big secret. It features a giant 

underground fallout shelter for former army general staff. Construction  

began in 1984 in the former military practice shooting range. The lowest 

floor is 15.6 meters below ground level.  

The team's task is to find and deactivate the detonation device within 50 

minutes to stop the threat of an "atomic attack" 

Program is ideal for 10-12 people. For larger groups, the program is 

tailored and expanded with additional activities. 

Extension TIP: team tasks, shooting 

range, bowling, outdoor quads, electric 

scooters, bob sledge etc. 

Guided tour of the bunker is an  

essential part of the program. 

EXIT GAME  NUCLEAR THREAT 
INDOOR GAME 



TEAM TASKS AND COMPETITIONS 
SHOOT, MOVE, COMMUNICATE, THINK & CREATE 



Gifts & 
Souvenirs 

Safety & 
Insurance 

Complete 
Production 

Services 

Photo/video 
 &  

Slideshow 

OTHER SERVICES 

In order to ensure of the program we provide program & invitation cards for 

participants, team score cards and maps, diplomas, snacks or full meals, necessary 

facilities such as tents, benches and tables, sound system and much more. 

 

 

We provide high quality photographer services to catch the best moments of 

your program. Photos are provided to the company for further use. The 

service might include slideshow performed by the end of an event.  

 

 

Each activity is coordinated by one or more professional instructors, using only 

certified materials with regular revisions. Our company has affected an appropriate 

insurance to cover possible losses caused to third parties. We offer casualty insurance 

service for participants.  

  

As a gift for participants or winning teams we arrange variety of gift items. 

Highly popular is sport equipment  scarfs, bags or head lamps, but also 

alcohol  vine, sect or mead (honey wine). Gifts can be branded with your 

company logo. 


